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Abstract

The last two decades have witnessed rapid growth in both the volume

of taxes and transfers in developed Western economics (both absolutely and

as a percentage of public budgets and GNP) and in research designed to

estimate the economic impacts of such policy measures. This paper deals

with the latter phenomenon and, in particular, concentrates on the recent

development of microdata simulation models designed to evaluate the micro

economic effects of public finance alternatives. The paper defines micro

data simulation. It discusses four such models, all based in the United

States, and indicates the kind of data base that underlies each and the

nature of the estimates each is designed to produce. It then presents

illustrative results from one of these.

It ends by presenting some thoughts on both the value of such model

ling and the problems encountered. The merits of the approach are given

as its ability to provide (1) estimates of program impact that reflect C

both behavioral responses and the inherent linkages and interdependencies

of the economic system; and (2) estimates of the impact of a policy change

on narrowly-defined sectors of the economy (regions, industries, occupa

tions) and specific demographic and economic groups. The costs of the

approach are given as (1) the sizable research, manpower, computer, and

survey requirements; (2) the inherent weaknesses of the survey data on

which they rest; (3) the difficulty of, modelling appropriately the behav

ioral responses to program, price, or income incentives; and (4) the de

bilitating computational difficulties that may be encountered in any

efforts to expand the complexity of such models.



ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF TAX-TRANSFER POLICY:
THE POTENTIALS AND PROBLEMS OF MICRODATA SIMULATIONS

This paper deals with the recent development of microdata simulation

models designed to evaluate the microeconomic effects of public finance

alternatives.

The first section of the paper will define what is meant by microdata

simulation and describe some of the reasons why research efforts to build

such models have grown rapidly in recent years. The second section will

discuss four of these models (all based in the United States), indicating

the kind of data base that underlies each and the nature of the estimates

each is designed to produce. In the third section, some i1tustrative

results of one of these mode1s--that designed to estimate the regional,

occupational, industrial, and income distribution effects of tax-transfer

po1icy--wi11 be presented. The final section will present some thoughts

on both the value of such modelling efforts and the problems which are

encountere4 by such efforts.

1. Definition of and History behind Microdata Simulation

Microdata simulation involves the construction of models that (a)

rely on microdata in estimating the behavioral effects of policy measures,

(b) incorporate such estimated relationships in comprehensive sectoral

models which emphasize the interdependence of sectors of the economy, and

(c) are structured so as to yield estimates of the induced effects of

policy meastl;res on detailed economic sectors. Through such microdata-..

based models, richer analyses than were previously possib1e--invo1ving

simulated impacts of actual and proposed public policies on detailed
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demographic and inc'ome groups:, :H:rdustr±es, regions, and· occupations-

can be undertaken.

While research on the economic effects of ta'Xi-transfer policy has

grown rapidly since the early 1960s, substantial efforts to construct

microdata simulation models did not occur until about 1970. Prior to

that time, the bulk of empirical research on tax-transfer policy fell

into one of two categories--(l): research designed to estimate the first

round (or direct) incidence or income distribution effects of policy

measureS, and (2} research aimed at estimating particular behavioral

responses to' such measures.

With:in the first category are the well-known distributional impact·

studies of 'S60fklSl!!otir:i;~;benefits, the public transfer system, the total

tax~transfer system, and particular taxation and transfer programs

[Lampman, 19'66; Lurie, 1969; Okner, 1972]. (For more recent and compre::"

hensive efforts along this line see Smeeding [1975] and Plotnick and Skid

more [1975]). In effect, the methodology adopted in these studies invol

ved mapping the rules of actual or proposed measures onto surveyor pub

lished census-type data and, through the mapping, to estimate the alloca-

·tion of total benefits paid to (or taxes collected from) various types

of household units.

The second category of research sought to estimate the behavioral

responses of individuals or family units to the incentives implicit in

tax-transfer policies. The bulk of such analyses was concerned with

estimation of labor-supply effects [Cain and Watts, 1973], although ana

lyses of the migration, consumption, family structure, and fertility

responses were also undertaken [Kain and Schaefer, 1972; Moeller, 1970;
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Lerman, 1974; Honig, 1974; Cutright and Scanzoni, 1974; and Cain, 1972].

These studies have relied primarily on the analysis of cross-section

data, both grouped data and survey observations of individuals and house

hold units. Estimation of labor-supply responses based on an experi

menta1.methodo1ogy is almore recent development [Pechman and Timpane, 1975].

While these analyses represented marked improvements over earlier

empirical studies of tax-transfer programs, they stimulated still fur

ther efforts to develop reliable estimates of distributional and behav

ioral responses. With respect to the distributional analyses, it was

recognized that the estimates of incidence assumed no shifting of benefit

or burden due to either labor-leisure or other substitutions. Moreover,

the estimates did not account for the fact that the initial (or first

round) tax or transfer would stimulate a series of reactions which, in a

highly interdependent economy, would lead to further distributional ef

fects--effects which would either complement or offset the initial impact.

Similarly, the studies of behavioral response, while advancing mark

edly the reliability of policy evaluations, adopted a partial equilibrium

framework. While the evidence th~y provided revealed much regarding how

individuals directly impacted by the policy would react to its incentives,

this evidence revealed little about the subsequent economic impacts gen

erated by this behavior. For example, such .studies may reveal the extent

and composition of consumption expenditure changes by poor persons in

response to a change in income transfer policy, but they reveal little

about the a110cative effects of this change on individual regions, in

dustries, or occupations, and, in turn, the distributional effects of

this reallocation. Again, the interdependence of the various sectors of

the economy is neglected in the analysis.
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While concer,n wi,th the "Bar:tial" analyt.i.c.al framewo:r:k qf -q1;'le early

studies stimulated efforts fa:r more comprehensive and systematic ana1ysis,

an additional factor has also encouraged the search for more e~.tenf>ive

models of analysis. This factor is the growing availability of data.

Until recent years, the data required for more systematic analYf>is invol

ving the interrelationships of detailed sectors of national economies

(individuals, regions, industries, occupations) has not been available.

By and large, researchers have had to rely on inadequate survey data

containing limited information on observations drawn from specially

selected populatio,ns (and, hence, not reliable for estimating impacts on

the nation as a whole). Moreover, coefficients describing the inter

relationships of various sectors of the economy (industry to industry,

region to region, occupation to indus.try, and occupation or industry to

income class), were either unavailable or very crude. The scarcity of .

such data served as a serious constraint on more comprehensive and

systematic analysis.

In recent years, this constraint has been significantly relaxed in

the United States. Self-weighting national sample surveys with signifi

cant numbers of observations have recently become available on computer

tape: these include the Consumer Expenditure Survey (13,000 households,

1961-1962), the Survey of Economic Opportunity (65,000 households, 1965),

the Current Population Survey (50,000 households, now available for each

year since 1965), and the O.E.O.--Michigan data (5,000 hOUf>eholds, long

itudinally observed since the late 1960s). While detailed national input

output models have been available for two decades, the first multi-re

gional input-output model (involving input-output coefficients and inter

regional trade relationships for 79 industries in 44 regions) bec~e
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available on computer tape only in the early.1970s. l Similarly, data

required to evaluate the relationship of changes in industrial output

and the demand for labor of various skills and occupations has been

released only recently. Such information is the material out of which

more systematic and comprehensive analyses are built.

For all these reasons, then, efforts of recent years have turned

to the construction of microdata simulation models.

2.· Four U.S. Based Microdata Simulation Models

While the several recently developed models involving both the ex

tensive use of microdata and the simulation of public policy measures have

much in common, they vary widely in their structure and in the outcomes

which they are designed to evaluate. In this section, four microdata

based simulation models will be briefly described and, to a limited ex

tent, compared. The discussion will move from the least to the most com

plex modelling efforts, with the degree of complexity reflecting both the

nature of the underlying data and the extent of the behavioral interde

pendencies each model is designed to capture.

The Brookings MERGE. Data· File

For several years, analysts at the Brookings Institution--primarily

Benjamin Okner and Joseph Pechman--have worked on the development of a

microdata file (the MERGE file) to be used in simulating the incidence of

the existing tax system (under various incidence assumptions) and that

of various proposals to alter the tax-transfer system. 2 While the data

base of this model is a very complex one, it incorporates no behavioral
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relatiortships'.> Tlie:' incidence., esctimates:, i;t: yiclds" re;El:e.cJ:: the,,: v!30ritJ~1=V.

assumptions Oil inci:dertce, patterns for. the. goliey, changes !3onalyzed.

Through use of· this file, the aggregate incidence of the enti:re, u. S. tax;

system--federal, state, and local--on income classes has been simulated.

Several alternative simulations have been presented, each bas.ed on a

particular. set of incidence assumptions for the various. tax;es.

The original MERGE fi:le was based on the combination of two micro

data bases and included information on 72,000 family units for the year

1966. The origirtal file has sirtce, been updated to portray the structure

of U.S. families irt 1970. This second file--called MERGE-70--contains

virtually the same ecortomic information as the original MERGE file. The

primary difference is in the definition of income, which in the later

file includes the value of certain in-kind transfers (Medicaid, Medicare,

Food Stamps) in addition to the traditional sources 6f income. For both

files, the two component data bases are (a) the u.S. Internal Revenue

Service file containing information from 87,000 federal income tax; re

turns, and (b) the Survey of Economic Opportunity (SEO) data file con-

taining income, employment, and demographic information based on inter

views with 30,000 families. Employing income and demographic information

on the SEO, the nature of the tax; returns filed by a family with various

governmental units was estimated. On the basis of this information, one

of the returns from the tax; file was assigned to each unit in the SEQ

file. The assignment process involved matching the observation units

in the SEO with units in the tax; file on the basis of pre-selected char

acteristics--marital status, age, family size and structure, and the a

mount and pattern of income3 as a first step, and home ownership, assets,

farming activities, and business activity as a second step~.
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The resulting file contains income figures from the more reliable

tax files (for tax filers) and demographic information from the SEO.

After the merge, adjustments were made in the file to correct for weight

ing discrepancies between the two files, the difference between national

income (in the national income accounts) and family income, and errors

due to misreporting and nonresponse. Additional imputations (primarily

for the rental value of owner-occupied houses and capital gains) were

made to add information not present on either of the merged files. Fin

ally, extrapolating from the 1960-1961 Survey of Consumer Expenditures,

consumption expenditures were added to each family record.

A number of analyses not heretofore possible have been made with the

MERGE file. These include simulations of the first-roun~ impact of the

entire U.S. tax system (federal, state, and local taxes) on the size

distribution of income and on various demographic groups and income

sources under a variety of assumptions regarding the incidence patterns

of those taxes for which there is disagreement regarding incidence4,

a variety of tax credit plans for aiding low-income families [Okner, 1975],

a number of other income maintenance proposals [Watts and Peck, 1975],

and a series of proposals for "reforming" the federal income tax [Break

and Pechman, 1975].

The NBER IDIOM Model

The NBER model, which has been in the process of development since

the early 1970s, is designed to evaluate the incidence of particular policy

measures on the price, output, employment configuration of the economy,

relative to the configuration which would exist under some alternative

policy. The full title of the model is Income Determination Input-Output

Mode1.
5

It proceeds .in two stages.
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In th~ f:L.rf:!t~1:!ig~.".",.th~Nq!t;:ioIj."l-! ModeJ."""'~nexog~nQul3aetof final

demancls py 83 inpW!=""'Q.·t,ltputse(:1:o:rs is specified ;:l.nd applied to the 1970

u.s. nureau of L"l-bor St;:l.tistics national input""olltput matrix. From this

calculation, the gross outputs of the 83 sectors is estimated; and, by

applying estimated value add~d coeffi(:ients to the gross output estimates,

the income of labor and capital suppliers required to fulfill these de

mands is derived. Employing consumption coefficients for both capital

and labor income and a standard Keynesian multiplier analysis, sectoral

consumption demands are generated, which in turn have induced effects.

The system equilibrates when the sum of exogenous and consumption

fi1:1<;1 demands equals total irlCome. At this stage in the flow of the model,

baseline estimates for gross output, labor and (:apital income, and final

demand (exogenous and endogenous) by production sector is estimated. By

applying vectors of raw m"l-terial requirement and effluent production

coefficients, and a matrix of industry-occupation employment coefficients,

estimates of the raw materials required, effluents produced, and occupa

tional employment required by ·the baseline economy are obtained. In the

model, 11 raw materials, 14 effluents, and 25 occupations are identified.

'rhen, gi.ven these baseline estimates, a specified puplic policy

measure is introduced in one of three fOrm!:!: (1) a (:hange in exogenous

demlincls via change in public expenditures, (2) a change in final demands

via estimated cons~Ption responses to tax chlinges, ancl (3) a change in

final demands via estimated consumption responses to transfer income

changes. SiInultaneow31y, a compensa,ting poli(:y instrument i$ specified,

an opera,ting criterion (e~g., unchanged employment, GN~, or labor income)

is identifieg, and the mQclel is solved. The change~ in the economic va,r'"

iables of interest indicate the impacts of the policY substitution.
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The second stage--the Regional Model--is designed to estimate how

the policy substitution affects the 50 states plus the District of Colum

bia. In this model, the 83 production sectors are divided into national

and local industries depending upon the extent to which their outputs are

sold in national or local markets. Following the procedures of what is

known as a "balanced regional model," for elaborations of which see

Leontief et a1. [1965], the gross outputs of the national industries'

(estimated in the first stage) are distributed over regions on the basis

of the share of each region in the total output of the industry. The

estimated final demands for the outputs of local industries are allocated

to the region in which the demand actually occurs. The regional config

uration of local industry demands, in turn, generates additional local

and national demands which are estimated by the simultaneous solutions,

of the set of intra-regional input-output equations. The implicit assump

tion here is that any purchases from a local industry within a region are

supplied from within the region--local industries have no inter-regional

trade. From this model, the regional distribution of the gross outputs

by production sector--estimated in the National model--is derived. With

the industrial gross outputs stimulated by a policy change now allocated

by region, the other relevant variables (labor and capital income, employ

ment by occupation, raw material demands and effluent production), all

of which are related to gross outputs, are also estimated by region. 6

While this model is applicable to a wide variety of compensating

policy changes, its primary use until now has been in estimating the ecn

nomic impacts of a contraction of 20 percent in the U.S. military budget,

compensated by a variety of policies--including increased exports to

developing countries, increased private consumption stimulated by in~ome
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transfers to low-income families, and i~creas~s instat~ and local spend-

ing for health and education.

The Poverty Institute Regional and Distributional Model

The third simulation mod~l to be described is designed to estimate

the impact of tax-transfer policies on a variety of sectors of the economy-

7industries, regions, occupations, and income classes. The logic of this

model is straightforward: Changes in disposable income from income trans-

fer programs (and the taxes requir~d to finance them) lead to changes in

the level and composition of consumption expenditures for those affected

by the policy m~asures. These expenditure changes will affect the demands

experienced by (and hence the output of) the various industries that sup-

ply consumers. Such changed output patterns will, in turn, alter the

demands plac~d on supplying industries. Because of the interdependence

of the industries in the economy, all sectors located in various regions

of the economy will experience such changes in gross outputs. In response

to increased or decreased output levels, production sectors will alter

the demand for labor of various occupational groups. These changes in

occupational demands imply changes i~ the distribution of earnings and

income--to the extent that the relative change in d~mand for high-s~ill

workers differs from that for low-skill workers.

This model is formed by the lin~a~e of five separate modules. In the

first module, the microdata of the 1971 Current Population Survey is ad-

jus ted for underreporting and aged to the year 1973. Given the e+igibil-

ity and benefit (tax) struGture of the Program to b~ ana+y~ed, th~ net

cost or penefit impact on each of 50,000 hou§ehQlds is calculated. This
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first-round impact can be shown for various regions of the country and

income classes. The second module simulates the changes in the level and

pattern in consumption spending induced by the policy for each of the

50,000 families. This consumption demand simulation is obtained by ap

plying the relevant expenditure sector coefficients to families disting

uished by a variety of economic and demographic traits. The coefficients

were estimated by fitting a 56-sector (equation) log-linear consumption

expenditure system to the microdata of the 1960-1961 Consumer Expenditure

Survey. From this simulation, the change in consumption demand for 56

production sectors in 23 regions is obtained.

The third module transforms this final demand vector into an estimate

of changes in gross output required of all production sectors in various

regions of the economy by incorporating the indirect demands placed by

industries on each other. This is accomplished by means of a 79-industry

23-region, multi-regional input-output study.8 From this module the

changes in gross outputs required of each of 79 industries in each of 23

regions by the policy change is estimated.

In the final two modules, the simulated changes in sectoral gross

outputs are transformed, first, into estimates of the change in man years

of labor demand by occupation (module 4) and, second, into dollars of

induced earnings by earnings and income class (module 5). The estimates

in the fourth module are derived by applying an industrial-occupation

matrix containing labor-demand-per-dollar-of-gross-output coefficients

to the gross output vector obtained in the previous module. The coeffi

cients in the matrix were developed by the U~S. Department of Labor from

Census data. In this simulation, 114 occupations in 23 regions of the
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country are distinguished. In the final module~ the simulated 'estimates

of occupational man-hour demands are combined with occupational earnings

data to estimate changes in earned income for each occupation in each

region.

As a final step, the regional-occupational earnings estimates are

mapped into incremental size distributions (consisting of 15 earnings and

income classes) for each region and for the nation as a whole. The co

efficients for this last mapping are from special tabulations employing

the l-in--l,OOO data tap.es of the 1970 Census. The flow of this model is

summarized in Figure 1. Hence, the final output of the model displays

the distribution of policy-induced earnings by' -15 income classes in each

of 23 regions and in the nation as a whole.

While the structure of this model is such as to enable estimation of

the regional, industrial, occupational, and distributional effects of

any policy measure that results in a change in final demand, its use

heretofore has been confined to the analysis of various tax-transfer

proposals. In particular, two variants of a negative income tax financed

by a surtax on the federal personal income tax (each involving modifica

tion of existing cash-transfer programs) have been extensively analyzed.

The Urban Institute Dynamic Microsimulation Model

The most ambitious microsimulation model currently operating and

under development is the DYNASIM model of the Urban Institute. As its

title suggests, the objective of this model is to forecast through time

the implications of major demographic and economic trends. This disting

uishes it from the three other models described, all of which are basic

ally static in nature.
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The DYNASIM model begins with a sample representation of the u.s.

population--the 1970 Census 1-10,000 sample. This sample of nuclear

families is then "aged" to years subsequent to ~970 by incorporating

relationships based on the observed pattern of behavior of members of

the U.S. population. 9 This aging is done on a year-to-year basis and

accounts for annual changes in the composition of the population due to

death, marriage, divorce, education, and geographic migration. In

effect, the model looks at ea~h individual in the original sample' and,

on the basis of tha't individual vs characteristics, calculates a prob-

ability that he or she will give birth, marry, die,'.become divorced, obtain

more education, or move. These probabilities are then employed to actual-

ly attribute such changes to individuals in the samples through a Monte

Carlo-type simulation exercise. As a consequence, the original sample

is transformed into a new, second-year population, which has a different

size, a different family structure, a different distribution of income

and education, and a different pattern of geographical location. This

simulated second-year population then becomes the basis for simulating

h h · d l' d 10t e t ~r -year pop~ at~on, an so on.

Consider, for e~ample, the simulation of marriage for persons who

have never been married. The model assumes that such persons aged 15

to 34 are eligible for marriage, and calculates a probability that the

person will be married in the subsequent year on the basis of his or her

age, race, and se~. This first stage probability is adjusted by a fac-

tor which reflects still other determinants of marriage--education, em-

ployment, wage rate, and transfer income. Then, on the basis of the

probability, a random draw determines whether the sample individual will
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be simulated as getting married or not. If he or she is selected for

marriage, a subsequent simulation finds the marriage mate on the basis

of the race, age, education, and location of those selected for marriage

in that year. A simulated marriage mayor may not change the number of

families in the population, but will change their composition.

In addition to the dynamic demographic simulation, the DYNASIM model

also has a-labor sector. In it, individuals' wage income is generated

from year to year by imputing labor force participation and hours worked,

and a wage rate--agai~ based on exogenous individual characteristics such

as age, sex, and race. The model also contains a component that enables

the imputation of income from a number of government transfer programs--

including payments from Social Security, pension funds, Supplemental

Security Income, Unemployment Insurance, Aid to Families with Dependent

Children, and the Food Stamps Program. This component assigns benefits

on the basis of program eligibility and payment rules and the relevant

characteristics of families. Family income is simulated by adding imputed

transfer payments and returns to physical capital to the simulated earned

income for the individuals in a family uni.t. In addition, family income

is decomposed into consumption, taxes, and savings.

In conjunction with this micro-model, there is a macroeconomic model

that determines the value of aggregate economic variables for future

years. These values are then used to "align" the microsimulations to

make them consistent with the aggregate values.

While the DYNASIM model has a large number of potential uses and

policy applications, heretofore its implementation has been quite limited.

Some explorations have been made into the effect of expected changes in

. i
I
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the work behavior of women and divorce patterns on the distribution of

earned income and transfer income [Orcutt, Caldwell, and Werthhedmez;,

forthcoming] • In addition, the model has been used to forecast the cost

and caseload of a limited number of public transfer programs through the

year 1985--each forecast being based on a unique combination of demo-

graphic and economic assumptions [Werthheimer and Zedlewski, 1976].

3. The Poverty Institute Model:
Simulation of a Negative Income Tax Proposal

One important characteristic of microdata simulation studies is

their ability to reveal a substantial am.ount of sec'toral detail on the

impact of policies analyzed. This characteristic is illustrated here with

some of the summary results of the Poverty Ins ti tute model employed to

analyze a negative income tax proposal. The policy analyzed guarantees

a minimum income of $800 per adult and $400 per child; all families with

children are eligible for benefits. Beyond an earnings level of $720,

the ratio of marginal benefits to marginal earnings is ",:,.67; a benefit

reduction rate of .6 is applied to unearned income. The transfer proposal

is assumed to be financed by a surtax on the federal personal income tax.

In the simulation, the sum of benefit and tax flows is set at zero, imply-

ing no net effect on the public sector budget. The aggregate 1973 benefit

payments from the program are estimated to be $3,421 million, implying

an income surtax of 3.7 percent.

In Table 1, Simulation results of the distribution of the net bene-

fits (transfers less taxes) of the proposal are shown. While net transfers

accrue to ail income classes below $6,000, all income classes above $6,000

incur net costs. The extent of the income redistribution accomplished

by the plan is observed by the disparities between the lowest and highest
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Table 1

Distribution of Net Transfers of a Negative Income Tax,

by Income Class, 1978

Net Benefit·s Net Benefits per Family

($ millions) . :,·r·!:B~.. ~·· - ',:;' ,.

Less than $1,000 991. 8 511.69

$1,000--$2,000 824.0 225.08

$2,000--$3,000 808.5 193.74

$3,000--$4,000 514.7 145.58

$4,000--$5,000 186.8 51.13

$5,000--$6,000 25.4 '8.12

$6,000--$10,000 -315.0 -23.54

$10,000--$15,000 -74.4 -47.90

$15,000--$20,000 -699.3 -77 .57

$20,000-- or ~ore -1615.4 -179.89 .



incOlne classes. Families with incomes in ,excess of $15,000 are estimated

to incur income losses of $2.3 billion while households with incmmes below

$2,000 stand to gain approximately $1.8 billion. When the gains and losses

from the program are spread over till families within an income group, the

average net loss to the highest income groups is over $250.

These alterations in disposable income are· reflected, in changes in

the level and composition of consumer expenditures, identified by industry

and region. As the affected industries alter their outputs to meet the

policy-induced change in final demand, second- , third- , and fourth-round

demand changes occur. Tables 2 and 3 identify the resulting gross output

impacts by industry and region. Table 2 shows that the gross output

impact is heavily concentrated in the Nondurable Ooods Manufacturing

sector, which receives about 28 percent of the total national gross output

impact of $3 billion. Table 2 also presents an impact indicator that

reflects the size of the induced impact on a sector relative to the total

size of the sector. A sector with an indicator greater than the hational

indicator is impacted more heavily than the nation as a whole.

Table 3 presents the regional distribution of the gross outputs gen

erated by the policyo Industries in the South are estimated to experience

an increase in output of $1.6 billion--over one-half of that £6r the

entire nation. Such estimates of regional impact can be ~isleading because

of the widely varying productive capacity among the regiQns--in terms of

capacity, the largest region (New York) is fifteen times as lar~e as the

smallest (Mississippi). To adjust for this, the table presents a regional

impact indicator which suggests the regional output impact of the pro~r~

relative to the region's productive capacity. This indicator suggests
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Table 2

Gross Output Impact Generated by the Net Transfers

from a Negative Income Tax, by Production Sector

Change in Gross
Output

(tnillion $)

Indicator of
Industrial

Impact

2,968.1

" Agriculture, Forestry,
.aridF4sheries

Livestock &Products
Other Agri. Products
Other Forestry &

Fisheries

Mining

Construction

Nondurable Manufacturing

Food & Kindred Products
Other

Durable Manufacturing

Primary Iron & Steel
Motor Vehicles, Equip.
Other

Transport and Warehousing

Wholesale &Retail Trade

Services

Elec., gas, water, sanitation
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate & Rental
Med., Educ., Serv., Non-Profit
Other

TeTAL

158.7

76.8
70.9

10.9

101. 7

48.0

831.4

333.2
498.2

632.2

58.3
279.7
294.2

127.1

559.@

510.1

57.4
19.7
94.7

104.9
233.4

1.65

1.69
1.51

3.00

3.29

.31

2.29

2.69
2.07

1.67

1.46
4.16
1.08

2.00

2.79

.94

1.31
.34
.73

1.86
1.15

1.63
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Table 3

Gross Output Impact Ge~erated by the Net Transfers From

a Negative Income Tax, by Region

Gross Regional
Output Impact

Ind.icator
(million $)

Northeast 150 0 1 .32

1) Ct., Me. , Ma., N.H. ,
R. I., Vt. 48.6 .48

2) N.Y. ·--24.8 -.11

3) Pa., N.Ji 126.3 .72

North Central 905 0 0 1.57

4) Oh. , Mi. 265.3 1.31

5) In. , Il. 210.5 1.23

6) Wi., MR. 131.9 1. 70

7) la., Mo. 169.9 2.33

8) Ks., Nb. , N.D., S.D. 127.2 2.60

South 1,570.9 3.31
~;j

:q~-T ' DC, Md. 43.3 .98
., f '3' .'

10) Va., w.:v,. 78.4 1.62

11) N.C.t 134.0 3.23

12) S.C. 83.6 4.60

13)-- Ga. 75.4 2.17

14) F1. 53.0 1.35

15) Ky. , Tn. 186.5 3.67

16) AI. 91. 7 3.83

17) Ms. 189.8 14.85

18) Ar. , Ok. 97.1 2.96

19) La., 220 •.J 6.49

20. T~. 317.7 3.38
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Table 3 continued

Gross
Output

(million $)

Regional
Impact

Indicator

West

21) Az. , Co., Id., N .l:1~ ,
Ut., Nv. , Wy. , Mt. , Ak.

22) Wa. , Or., Hi.

23) Ca.

TOTAL

---------- ---------
---~--------

342.1

165.2

80.3

96.6

2,968.1

2.15

1.53

.51

1.63



that the southern regions have a significantly larger indicator than either

the nation as a whole or most other detailed regions. ll

As has been noted, changes in gross output induce changes in the

demand for labor. In Table 4, the changes in labor demand by o'ccup'at±on

are shown for a few major occupational categories aggregated from the 114

categories included in the model. Of the net increase in labor demand

of 119,000 jobs, the eit.ericaHand operatives categories account for over

one-third. Both these sectors have impact indicators which exceed that

for the nation as a whole.

These chang'es in labor dema.nd have implications for the distribution

of income. If the pattern of labor demands favors high-skill relative to

low-skill workers, the induced effects are likely to be pro-rich--hence,

offsetting the primary (or first-round) distributive impacts of the

policy. Table 5 presents the induced earnings distribution impact of

the policy by detailed region and the nation as a whole. One pattern

dominates. The lowest skill earnings class (less than $4,000) has the

lowest impact indicator in 21 of the 23 regions; the highest indicators

are recorded for the higher skill classes.

These comparisons suggest the following: The final distributional

effect of explicitly redistributional policies is likely to be weaker

than that indicated by the target efficiency of the net transfers. While

the induced consumption and production decisions would be expected to

be less pro-poor than the initial redistribution, these induced effects,

in fact, tend to undo in part the initial distribution. The earnings

increments are somewhat more heavily concentrated among high earnings

classes than even the preprogt:am distribution of earned income. Low-income
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Table 4

Labor Demands Induced by Net Transfers

frorii-a ..Negative Income Tax, by Oc·cupation

Change in
Labor Demand

'~thousa'1ld mime yeer.s}

Occupational
Impact

Indicator

Proiessional, Technical, &Kindred

Managerial, Office, & Administration

Sales Workers

Clerical and Kindred Workers

Steno., Typ., and Secretarial

Bookkeepers &Accounting Clerks

Other

Craftsmen, Foremen, & Kindred

Construction Craftsmen

Metalworking Craftsmen

Printing Trade Craftsmen

Transportation, Public Utility,

Mechanics, and Repairmen

Other Craftsmen

Operatives &Kindred Workers

Drivers (bus, truck, tractor)

Textile Operatives

Other

Laborers except Farm

Service Workers

Food Service Workers

Personal Service Workers

Other

Farmers

TOTAL

13.5

14.7

.12.7

20.1

4.7

2.2

13.3

15.1

4.6

1.4

.3

6.4

2.3

22.8

4.3

-.2

18.7

5.2·..'

11.5

5.5

2.6

3.4

3.2

118.9

1.03

1.62

2.15

1.37

1.20

1.63

1.40

1.33

.99

1.19

.86

2.62

1.66

1.54

1.83

-.18

2.49

1.40

.87

2.03

.90

.45

.96

1.31
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Table 5

Earnings Class Impact Indicators for Net Tr~nsf~rs from

~ Neg~tive Income Tax, by Region

Earnings Class Regional Induced
Impact "Labor

Less More-;: Indicator Demand
than $4000- $10,000- than (1,000 of

$4000 $10,000 $20,000 $20,000 jobs)

Northeast .03'1" .11 .11* .05 .08 2.1

1) Ct" Ma. , Me. ,
N~II., R. t:, Vt. .29t .36 .46 .48* .367 2.0

2) N.Y. -.29 -.30 -.25* -.42.1' -.32 -2.7
3) Pa.. , N.J. .22t .35 .46* .39 .32 2.8

North Central LOot L12 U23 1.29* 1.08 26.1

4) Oh., Ni. .45t .67 .84* .61 .55 5.8
5) In. , I1. .65t .83 1.03* 1.00 .80 6.1
6) Wi. ,Mn. 1.17t 1.34 1.54 1.69* 1.31 5.0
7) la. , Mo. 1.5st 1.76 1.96 2.21* 1.72 5.9
8) Ks., Nb.,

N.D., S.D. 2.34t 2.48 2.95 3.39* 2.50 5.7

South 2.54t 2.72 3.35* 3.22 2.69 72.9

9) De. , DC, Md. .22t .29 .43* .23 .28 .7
10) Va.,-W.V. 1.12t 1.44 1.54* 1.27 1.27 3.3
11) N.C. 2.30"f 2.39 3.87 4.32* 2.49 5.8
12) S.C. 3.58t 4.93 7.25 11.82* 4.97 5.8
13) Ga. l..10t 1.22 1.89 1.72* 1.24 2.5
14) Fl: .78t .92 1.08 1.15* .84 2.4
15) Ky. , Tn. 2.51t 2.72 4.26 4.76* 2.81 8.4
16) Al. 3.28t 3.85 4.67 4.76* 3.66 5.1
17) Ms. 13.16 16.40 . 25.08* 12.56* 15.00 12.8
18) Ark., Ok. 2.07t 2.34 3.11* 3.05 2.29 4.4
19) La. 6.76t 7.66 9.19 10.88* 7.47 10.2
20) Tx. 2.15t 2.43 3.01 3.11* 2.37 11.6

West .99 .99 .98t 1.13* .99 15.7

21) Ar., Co. , Id. ,
N.M. , Ute , Nv. ,
Wy., Mt. , Ak. 2.25t 2.43 2.62 3.15* 2.40 9.0

22) Wa., Or. , Hi. 1.37t 1.47 1.58 2.14* 1.46 4.3
23) Ca. .22t .26 .34* .33 .26 2.4

United States 1.32 1.28t 1.35 1.37* 1.30 118.8

t - the lowest impact indicator in a region.

* - the highest impact indicator in a region.



families tend to spend their income increments on goods and services

p~oduced by relatively high earnings groups, while higher income families

tend to concentrate their spending reductions on sectors employing workers

with relatively low earnings. While the program will achieve some re-

duction in inequality, the indirect effects tend to shift the structure

of employment away from low-skill/low-earnings classes and toward high-skill/

high-earnings classes. Much the same result is indicated when the indirect

effects are analyzed from a regional perspective •.

These summary and aggregated tables illustrate two of the important

advantages of microdata simulations. First, the amount of detail regarding

the impact of policies on population groups identified in various ways is

significantly expanded relative to the information yielded by other modes

of. analysis. Second, the induced effects of the policy change caused by

behavioral responses to income changes or other policy incentives can be

estimated. These effects can be compared with the more 'visible, direct

effects and employed to estimate the total impact of the policy (direct

plus indirect). However, while estimates of the sort presented in the

tables do incorporate impacts beyond those available from alternative

methods, they are not comprehensive. In the particular model illustrated,

labor supply and migration impacts are neglected, constant market prices

are presumed, and Leontief production functions are employed. Moreover,

the possible effects of the policy change on capital investment (e.g.,

housing) or on consumption changes induced by employment and earnings

effects are not analyzed.

I
j

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
.... _."--..- -'-'--.._-.. ~-------------- ,__I
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4. Conclusions

On the basis of this overview of microdata sitilu1~tion",e~f'or,.tJ;; and

illustration of tne so-ttsof estimates they Yield,. ,the final sg~tiolil offers

a few commentsonb6th the merits and the difficulties ,of th.is.,rese~rch

approach. The'merits' of the approach have'alreadybeen~menticmeq,; (1)

estima:1:es of im.pae:t'that reflect 'bbth' behavioral, responses\to:.:,a,program .

and the inherent!' 1ifik~gesatld:.dnte'l:'dependencies'ofthe ecotlOID.ic system·,and

(2) e'stimates" o'fl-the, impact', 0'£' ai.pplicy: chang~.on':nat'rowlY'7'defined 'se.ctOl:'!3

0'£ the' eCl:>nomy./ (fe'giohs':~ iildus:tiriesj. occuPations) and" sp,ec,if:l,l; demographic

and 'ec'onoltilc' gt:6up;s'~ '1'Ke':benefit'sr' o,f~ these; characteris,ti.c$.:' tp po;l.,i~y""makers

ate~ not'; tr:1Al:1J:tl~ ". '1'6'; the;C exteri,e th'aiti: p,ro.gram:; Cos,bs. depJ~nd( upon, tll,e. re.sppns~;

0:£ ihdividtla:ls to' the income and" ihcei'litiire: effects:' of the pr,O.gra1,11" mO,r~ ..

rel;:L~l>lk cOs't estiIIl:at'eg·are ob'ta::thed:o, Similarly" to. the e'2Ct,ent, t~at. th;e

mer'i"t of a: p1fogr'am dep.ends orl': wn~::f: :ts' lienefd!ted:, and. who is hurt" and the

extent of gains' and l'ds'ses,. such atla.liy;ses contr:ibute Eo· a cle.a.re.r,' p,e.rcep..

tion of a ptdgrciIii"s wortli.; Ftna.lty,~. such syst:ematic and deta.H.ed sectq~al

ancilyses -are' importarit: iIi tlie· design' of p:cog:r:amsi and pQl:Lcdes. The p':rQC~SS

6f designing a program'is, by' d'e£±nition, one of considering the. effect

0'£ va.'ffous prog'rarif ch:a:facterf'stiics on. c.0l1l.fl:iict:Lrtg, (1)j;ect:ives,:,; and! 1p;aqcling...

off gains and' 16sses amongstt11:e'Ill' so as, to achieve: a. p':l:'ogram st;t'~cture

that 1D.aXimf:lM some weighted o''bject:iIve' function.. Ol1l.Jl~ t:hro;t,l!~h $::fLm1,].,la.tio~s

based on: in:16fddata edit tiIre edonoMic effacts of var1o;11;8 p:ro.,grW\l st?lg8. a.n~

characteristics be discefned~ and only by discerning 8uch:Lmpact~ ca.n

programs be structuted to achieve desired goals at leas~ CO!3t,

While these are significant gains, they come at some l;OSt~ The most'

obvidus cost is the sizable research, manpower, computer, and SPrY~Y
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requirements of such modelling efforts. Work with microdata bases is

both time-consuming and inherently frustrating. rThe potential for cal

culation and programming errors is very large, and because of the cumula

tive and linked nature of such models, errors discovered at an earlier

stage require the recalculation of estimates developed in later stages.

Similarly, minor restructuring of earlier parts of models (the'1)otential

for which is enormous) requires recalculation and often reprogramming of

later stages in the analyses.

A second difficulty of such modelling efforts resides in the inherent

nature of the survey data on which they rest. The weaknesses of such data-

misreporting, missing data, inadequate economic or demographic information~

are well known. And while these problems may undermine the reliability

of 'more aggregative analyses at least as much as microdata studies,12 the "

need for microdata analysis to deal with each of numerous observations

multiplies--often severalfold--the difficulty of achieving estimates at all.

The problem of appropriately modelling behavioral responses to program,

price, or income incentives is a further difficulty of microdata simula

tion efforts. For example, if the simulation effort requires estimates

of labor-supply responses to price and income incentives, the range of

elasticity estimates available for inclusion in the model is very large. 13

Under these circumstances, the simulation results from any particular speci

fication are suspect, and the use of sensitivity analyses establishing

reasonable bounds around the estimates is called for. Because this problem

is so pervasive--involving not only individual response functions to

program structures (e.g., labor supply, consumption, and migration relation

ships), but also coefficients describing input-output relationships,
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regional trade rela,tionships, marginal output,...labo,r requirements., anQ.'1

labor demand...earned income relationships--the reliance on senl3i!t:Lv:i:~y

analyses has serious drawbackse Not only does the sheer number of

simulation estimates become unmanageably large, but the range of upper

and t(i)_.k"_~stimatesof the final variables of interest expand'l3

significantly. While there are means of controlling this growth" the

ultimate interpretation of results is problematic.

A final pollnt should be noted: efforts to expand the complexity of

such models (for example, to, include dynamic relationships and interte111poral

changes in family or enterprise structure) run the risk of introducing

debilitating computational difficulties. While add,itio·nal efforts to

refine a model always have potential benefits, if such efforts are carried

sufficiently far, a high risk of establishing an unmanageably complex

structure is encountered. The efforts required to s:bnp.lify the structur~

of such a model so as to make it operational may be substantial~
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Footnotes

lThis model is described in Polenske [1975].

2This description relies heavily on Okner [1972a].

3Although these characteristics would have yielded more than

a thousand cells, the number was ultimately collapsed to 74.

4 . 1See Pechman and Okner [1974]. This study defended the neg ect

of impacts beyond the first-round incidence, claiming that "they are

believed to be small and are difficult to measure." A more recent

paper, using the MERGE-70 file, compares tax burdens for 1966 and

1970 [Okner, 1976].

SThe brief description of the model here draws heavily from

S.P. Dresch and R.D. Goldberg [1973].

6
The model assumes that the production structure of industries is

invariant across regions. Hence p the same labor and capital income,

occupational and raw material demands, and effluent releases are gener-

ated per dollar of industry x gross output, irrespective of the region in

which gross output is produced. However, while labor income is allocated

to the region in which gross output occurs, capital income is distributed

on the basis of national capital ownership.

7
This model and the results of policy simulation using it are described

in Golladay and Haveman [forthcoming].
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8The input-output study is the one developed by a group primarily

located at Harvard University and known as MRIO. See Po1enske {1975];

9The DYNASIM model is most fully described in G. Orcutt, S. Caldwell,

R. Werthhefmer, et a1. [forthcoming].

10This procedure of dynamic simulation is to be distinguished from

an alternative process of "aging" a population which is employed in

another microsimu1atici>n: model' also based ati the' 'Urban: ,In9titut~'. This,·,

mode1--Transfer Income Model (TRIM)--ages its sample population by alter

ing sample weights to capture the changing age, race, and sex distribution

of the population and applying multiplicative factors to income sources

of individuals to reflect changing economic patterns. These adjustments

fail to capture the formation of new units as well as the second and

third order changes which occur as individuals react to initial changes.

For a description of this model see Su1vette [1976]. Early development

of this model is found in Moeller [1973].

11Although not shown, the South's share of total gross output effects

is not as great as its share of either net transfers or consumption spending.

There is a substantial leakage of generated demands out of this region by

the process of consumption and production.

12See J.B. Edwards and G.R. Orcutt [1970], who demonstrate the

estimation gains from using micro- as opposed to aggregated data.

13See G.G. Cain and H.W. Watts [1973]0 VJhHe the income and sub

stitution effects estimated in the studies reported in this volume gen

erally had the expected signs, the range of estimated coefficj,ents varied

widely.
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